shaping tomorrow with you

“By implementing Fujitsu scanners, we have digitized our office environment, saving the bank and its employees time, money and physical storage space across all our branches.”
- Allan Beardslee, Kearny Federal Savings Bank

Fujitsu is the established leader in the document imaging industry, delivering innovative scanning solutions and services that enable customers to solve critical business issues.

Streamline your digital transformation

More productivity

Improve your workflow with a more efficient document management system. Fujitsu scanners offer the most reliable end-to-end scanning experience so you can spend less time processing paperwork.

Reduced costs

 Reduce storage costs by scanning your documents into your ECM workflow. Our superior speed and paper handling capabilities lead to lower labor costs and a higher return on investment.

Dedicated customer support

We have a team of dedicated sales, service, and support personnel focused exclusively on document imaging solutions, who can assist you in all of your needs.

Questions?
Please reach out to Fujitsu Scanner and Service Sales:
888.425.8228
fcpasales@us.fujitsu.com
What makes our scanners unique?

Advanced paper feeding
Fujitsu scanners offer advanced paper handling technology to protect your documents and process mixed paper batches with ease.
- Improved feeding and reduced paper jams compared to competitors
- Innovative technology for improved paper separation and quality control

Superior image quality
Get high quality scans on all of your documents — the first time around. Our built in software cleans up your scanned images for more accurate processing.
- High quality CCD cameras provide high resolution images, even for wrinkled documents
- Intelligent software cleans up unwanted marks and backgrounds, and reduces image file sizes for storage

Built to last
Fujitsu scanners are built with materials of the highest quality and are designed to last for years, scanning all types of documents, including plastic and embossed cards
- Less down time decreases IT support costs and increases productivity
At a glance guide to our most popular scanners

**For light scanning**

**fi-7160**
Small, quick, and powerful, the fi-7160 workgroup scanner is perfect for your everyday scanning needs
- 4000 page daily duty cycle, 60 ppm
- Best for front office, accounting, healthcare, HR, and legal departments

**For moderate scanning**

**fi-7600**
The fi-7600 production scanner comes with a large automatic feeder and advanced paper straightening technology
- 30,000 page daily duty cycle, 100 ppm
- Best for back office, records departments, file rooms, and seasonal scanning

**For heavy scanning**

**fi-7900**
Designed for high-volume, all-day scanning, the fi-7900 offers a compact design and professional-grade feeding
- 120,000 page daily duty cycle, 140 ppm
- Best for back office, archives, and records departments

---

**Services and Support**

**Dedicated customer support**
Fujitsu has one of the most comprehensive service programs in the industry, offering a range of on-site and service-by-mail options to suit your business needs and budget goals.
- 100% US based support from Fujitsu authorized technicians
- Protect against scanner performance degradation, unscheduled downtime, and shortened scanner life
- Able to support scanners from other vendors, giving you a reliable, single source solution for your service needs